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List of implemented enhancements and resolved issues 
 
Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A31102 VMware GRE French loc version: Restore request 0016 contains invalid data or 

data is missing. 

QCCR2A31846 VMWARE        ****** DP 6.2 | VMware GRE problem | vmdk is missing or 

corrupted 

QCCR2A33639 Debug.log fills with SessionMsgSize = 114 

QCCR2A33483 restore session aborts instead of issuing a mount request 

QCCR2A30905 File was not backed up in any backup session in the restore chain being 

consolidated. 

QCCR2A32860 Could not find object <object_name>  in virtual environment 

QCCR2A33759 DbgStack: DbgFcnOut() function does not match function on stack! 

QCCR2A32809 After scanning a cartridge it is set to Write Protection= Yes QCCR2A23498 

QCCR2A22796 

QCCR2A34459 BSM crashes after parsing OMNI_HOSTS setting 

QCCR2A30536 RSM fails with Error getting positions of the object 

QCCR2A35114 DP 6.20 - vAgent - Vepa not backing up virtual disks 

QCCR2A34939 DP 6.20/ Hyper-VCluster one host cannot be selected 

QCCR2A35525 Data Protector 6.21 GUI displays multipath devices incorrectly 

QCCR2A35533 Since the update to 6.21, the enter/eject/erase media function does not work 

QCCR2A35568 After DP6.21 update, vepa_util cannot handle some imported client passwords 

anymore 

QCCR2A35196 DP 6.2  IBRIX after restore CIFS cannot be restarted on the X9000 

QCCR2A35814 GRE_Cant RecoverFiles for VM having Incr / diff backups 

QCCR2A35852 SSPNT620_008 introduces a problem when browsing a VEAgent restore 

directory 

QCCR2A32838 After upgrade to 6.20 DP is not able to start the PC with the magic packet 

QCCR2A32325 VSS backups with more than 110 MS-SQL databases intermittently fails 

QCCR2A35623 DP 6.21  CS W2008 x64 SP2 //  Vsphere 5.0 // 61:3003  IPC Read Error 

during session with phys. RDM 

QCCR2A32849 Exchange 2010: Consistency check for log files takes too long 

QCCR2A35761 VEAgent critical error for vss_manifest file backup and backup aborts 
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QCCR2A35910 VEAgent restore into directory with overwrite fails 

QCCR2A35954 DP Restore VM which has multiple volume created from different datastore is 

failing 

QCCR2A35901 6.20 BMA crash during reconnection 

QCCR2A35872 Creation of ISO image fails with higher device conc. 

QCCR2A35666 DP 6.20 reports incorrect size for LTO5 media from GUI and CLI. 

QCCR2A35723 RSM ******** DP 6.11, CM Windows 2003 SP2, [Critical] From: 

RSM@<Machine Name> ""  Time: <TimeStamp> [12:5] Internal error in -> 

QCCR2A32290 

QCCR2A35747 Storeonce Deduplication-Consolidation requires a second gateway 

QCCR2A36056 DP 6.21, HPUX, High MMD memory use seen when sessions queue for drives. 

QCCR2A35526 HP-UX 11.23, DP 6.2, CRS using a lot of memory, possible memory leek. 

 

The following issues have been resolved in patch bundle set 7.01: 
 

Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A21480 4603050802 - [81:304]   /dev/rdsk/c5t0d2  Object is a mounted filesystem. 

QCCR2A22020 Customer wants an additional option to be available to the omnib command for 

changing barchive parameters 

QCCR2A22217 ADIC DAS support for Linux x64 

QCCR2A26423 File is shorter than it was when it was opened 

QCCR2A26612 DP611 Doc:SMISA:sap-zdb backup giving the warning messages 

QCCR2A27239 SCIOLSTART and SCIOLSTOP fail with errno 22 (EINVAL) 

QCCR2A27475 DP 6.2 : VCS 5.1 SP1 on Windows 2008 R2 SP1 x64 Configuration backup is 

failing 

QCCR2A28034 Instant Recovery (IR) is failing with VSS:SSEA SQL 2008R2 using XP Doremon & 

Kea HWP on Windows Server 2008 SP2, 64bit 

QCCR2A28186 Multiple reconnects during cluster failover give BMA timeout - problem in BSM 

QCCR2A28638 Backup of dir with excluded dirs on OES2SP2 was full (with excluded dirs!) 

QCCR2A28664 VBDA crashes in Win32InsertNewNodeIntoTree() 

QCCR2A28888 User preferred PVG 'XXX' is not available for replication. 

QCCR2A28979 A change in the configuration is found hence instant recovery is not possible. 

QCCR2A29143 Wake On LAN wait configuration 

QCCR2A29185 Session flow report is hard to read 

QCCR2A29498 There is not enough free space in the following disk group to perform a backup 

for this storage volume 

QCCR2A29591 Truncated SNMP traps are sent by  SUSE 11 Linux DP 6.11 Cell Manager 

QCCR2A29635 Need fix for QCCR2A26308. 

QCCR2A29647 Netapp Filer  device format  is not successful 

QCCR2A29652 Backup reports SRD information could not be collected 

QCCR2A29779 omniobjcopy -targetprotect option not working. 

QCCR2A29943 Share Point error after selecting database and clicking next during cache import 

QCCR2A29954 [OEM]PRI=3/omnimlist fails. 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A30028 import of encrypted media on target cell failing with error retrieving encryption 

key 

QCCR2A30031 Configuration object 'SYSVOL' not restored in Primary mode AD restore 

QCCR2A30263 sqlcode 245  error occurred at line 1.:  ORA-00245: control file backup 

operation failed 

QCCR2A30327 DP6.11 is unable to restore ACL permission in Debian 6.0 x64 

QCCR2A30380 Keepcatalog option in objectcopylist is not correctly set. 

QCCR2A30490 Creating a unique key for encryption with omnikey tool fails. 

QCCR2A30571 GUI Search Interval does not allow for Daylight Saving time 

QCCR2A30611 BMA-NET reaches IPC_MAX_CONNECTIONS 

QCCR2A30633 Dp 6.11, Win2008R2 The disaster recovery wizard was unable to find 

"object/drive" backed up. 

QCCR2A30789 DP6.21 - support of short filename (original fix- QCCR2A24888) 

QCCR2A30853 [Critical] From: BMA   Bad message format. 

QCCR2A30905 File was not backed up in any backup session in the restore chain being 

consolidated. 

QCCR2A30906 memory leak in BMA 

QCCR2A30991 Cannot write filemark. ([5] Input/output error) 

QCCR2A31111 VMware GRE fails if VM is member of a vAPP 

QCCR2A31155 Trans logs backups not included in point in time recovery after copy of trans 

session 

QCCR2A31286 Consistency check in 6.2 slower than 6.11 

QCCR2A31450 GUI: Unable to include a previously excluded object in a HOST unix object 

backup 

QCCR2A31480 Share Point unable to browse items under Content database 

QCCR2A31487 BMA hangs if a session had to wait for a device 

QCCR2A31506 Customer wants Progress percentages in the Session Report 

QCCR2A31510 There are inconsistencies in the Data Protector Omniinet 

QCCR2A31560 GRE doesn't show custom lists for recovery... 

QCCR2A31596 ER for BE | ZDB EVA support for Oracle 11g RAC ASM on 2003 R2 x64 

QCCR2A31666 Continuous spike of RDS at 100% on Linux 

QCCR2A31670 Oracle backup failing with "Bad file format" and unable to get the configuration 

file 

QCCR2A31891 Hard link errors from VRDA during Disaster Recovery 

QCCR2A31912 Fallback to legacy filesystem backup was not allowed. Aborting the backup. 

QCCR2A31947 DP 6.2 Enabling Encrypted Control Communication - cannot enable for >35 

clients 

QCCR2A31958 Lost connection to VBDA 

QCCR2A32003 AMDR does not restore user.dat registry files 

QCCR2A32102 Guide for DataProtector with ACSLS in firewalled Environments is not available 

QCCR2A32133 DP6.2 HyperV cluster setup using volume GUID not supported 

QCCR2A32199 6.20 util_oracle8.pl -config failing with RetVal 8433 for virtual host 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A32260 DP6.2: Push Agent not supported for Solaris 11 32bit 

QCCR2A32286 DP6.2: Push Agent not supported for Solaris 11 SPARC 

QCCR2A32289 BMA-NDMP crashes during backup 

QCCR2A32315 VEPA GUI barlist creation warning 

QCCR2A32343 VBDA crashes during CONFIGURATION backup since upgrade to 6.20 

QCCR2A32495 Add VSS provider tab entry for NetApp FAS3070  Array 

QCCR2A32499 ORA-00245: control file backup operation failed 

QCCR2A32522 "Look up Schedule" not reporting Schedule Time 

QCCR2A32636 Session hangs after canceling mount request. 

QCCR2A32699 DP6.11:DA:REG(NID):Physical rasdisk backup is not giving the warning message 

when it is mounted 

QCCR2A32838 After upgrade to 6.20 DP is not able to start the PC with the magic packet 

QCCR2A32849 Exchange 2010: Consistency check for log files takes too long 

QCCR2A33048 Oracle backup fails with "External utility reported error" 

QCCR2A33052 VMWare GRE doesn't list backup versions if Datacenter resides in a folder 

QCCR2A33159 Received ABORT request from RSM (ERR: Media Agent aborted.) 

QCCR2A33160 DP does not handle 'NOT READY, BECOMING READY' condition. 

QCCR2A33162 DP 6.11 encryption is failing when oracle user  is owner of the backup 

QCCR2A33189 Pre/Post Exec Scripts cannot be configured to be executed on a Vcenter 

QCCR2A33244 Oracle recovery catalog backup fails when the catalog DB is in Cluster 

QCCR2A33402 Defect:6.2 NDMP copy media is failing by stating improper error message when 

copied from large media to short media. 

QCCR2A33412 Unable to restore data across cells within MOM environment 

QCCR2A33414 backup catalog disappears after media copy from VLS to LTO 

QCCR2A33419 Inet results in a segfault 

QCCR2A33476 Silent data loss suspected probably due to hostname object too long 

QCCR2A33547 Estimated library capacity consumption cannot be changed with latest patches 

QCCR2A33548 Support for NDMP media copy 

QCCR2A33553 Exchange VSS Object name display GUID rather than Man Readable name. 

QCCR2A33631 DP611:L0:MA: MA binaries are shoing old time stamp on AIX 6.1 

QCCR2A33830 Unable to copy exchange 2010 session to tape via CLI 

QCCR2A33837 omnidb and omnirpt out of sync after upgrade. 

QCCR2A33872 DP 6.2 Data Protector 6.2 support for a minimum of 500 concurrent drives (LTO) 

up from current 128. 

QCCR2A33900 DP 6.2 - IS ugpraded from 6.0 fails to update CC component on 

11.11/11.23_PA clients 

QCCR2A33906 Devbra SN contains inconsistent data when device is busy 

QCCR2A33951 font size in the output of pre/post exec becomes strange 

QCCR2A33959 DP 6.2: Skipped mirroring of object 

QCCR2A33977 Oracle backup fails with "ORA-12154: TNS:could not resolve the connect 

identifier specified" 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A34077 sometimes devbra shows the same serial number for tape library and drive 

QCCR2A34140 Invalid block sequence number: XXXX expected 0. 

QCCR2A34244 ORA-27193: sbtinfo2 did not return volume label 

QCCR2A34261 BMA reports"Encryption could not be enabled on the drive, session will be 

aborted." 

QCCR2A34268 DP 6.11, omnidbutil -readdb failed for one fnames  file,   136:32] Bad import 

file format in file "fnames.i011-247.bk.fin.local.txt" 

QCCR2A34318 DR backup fails 

QCCR2A34353 DP6.20/VBDA-ECC backup problem/ould not connect to inet in order to start 

VBDA 

QCCR2A34355 DP 6.2 NDMP Restore with unknown error 

QCCR2A34419 incorrect varbind sent  snmp traps from Linux cell manager 

QCCR2A34481 Cannot exclude/filter system reserved partition from backup 

QCCR2A34537 DP6.20 Oracle/ZDB: OB2RMAN: Failed to start ASM instance. 

QCCR2A34627 SP:VSS Cannot create datalists for FAST index backup 

QCCR2A34771 BSM loops if encounters write-protected tape 

QCCR2A34810 VMware GRE request catch 22 when linux was selected 

QCCR2A34883 No backup session versions listed in Sharepoint GRE 

QCCR2A34889 VM is restored to the different datastore, when the DP user doesn't specify any 

datastore name 

QCCR2A34906 SQL Advanced Properties hang when trying to manipulate Logical/Physical file 

names for instant recover 

QCCR2A34915 DP 6.2 installation of DA agent failed on SLES 11 x64 SP2 with BrtFS filesystem 

QCCR2A34922 DP 6.11 HPUX 11.23 -  Internal DP error 

QCCR2A34972 DP 6.2 license TD590AA doesn't work  on DataProtector (HP-UX)- B6951AA 

QCCR2A35053 DP6.11, Failed backup filesystem AIX error 80:1031 

QCCR2A35082 Unable to restore to network share which originated from Blue Arc Filer 

QCCR2A35096 Exporting a client results in failed backups when user_restriction file is in place 

QCCR2A35108 Vcenter VM  move disabled by "_DP_VEPA_BACKUP_RESTORE_LOCK_' 

QCCR2A35118 SharePoint GRE fails to recover when 'Rename if exists' option is selected 

QCCR2A35167 Error "Backup of recovery catalog failed". 

QCCR2A35189 Missing of data block detected, expecting block XXXXXX ! 

QCCR2A35230 "omnirpt command" lookup schedule report fails to display information. 

QCCR2A35247 No data for user USER@DOMAIN in Inet's impersonation configuration. 

QCCR2A35248 AIX DA modification for DirectIO environment 

QCCR2A35291 Omniobjcopy limits number of arguments 

QCCR2A35371 DP6.11:Unable to browse the mount point having space in LINUX 

QCCR2A35415 Data Protector(DP) Sharepoint GRE solution doesn't trigger the DP utilities 

QCCR2A35452 Backup of recovery catalog fails if the backup specification has space in it 

QCCR2A35525 Data Protector 6.21 GUI displays multipath devices incorrectly 

QCCR2A35526 HP-UX 11.23, DP 6.2, CRS using a lot of memory, possible memory leak. 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A35557 inconsistancies in SRD file lead to iso creation failure 

QCCR2A35617 SMISA is only processing only two of four PV for the LV backed up 

QCCR2A35620 VMWare Backup error "No Object found for Backup". 

QCCR2A35646 DP when customer  runs a vmr back up , trying to do a test , error message :no 

objects found for restore 

QCCR2A35665 DP 6.2 Volume shadow copy "not a valid mountpoint" 

QCCR2A35747 Storeonce Deduplication-Consolidation requires a second gateway 

QCCR2A35819 EXCEPTION at src/coolie/mkrset.cpp 

QCCR2A35852 SSPNT620_008 introduces a problem when browsing a VEAgent restore 

directory 

QCCR2A35862 Linux config backup fails-  Cannot find volume for boot volume (/boot) 

QCCR2A35876 Cannot get information on file '/var/opt/omni/tmp/rcvcat22157.exp' Error: 2 

QCCR2A35899 No ACSLS Support on  Linux x32/x64 

QCCR2A35911 Medium export failed, due to failure in export of encryption keys 

QCCR2A36028 6.20  VBDA crashes during CONFIGURATION backup 

QCCR2A36030 DP 6.20 CS W2008 / MA-NDMP  W2003 // NETAPP NDMP Server, // VTL 

// Error 12:200 No valid Host Name or Host Not Found. 

QCCR2A36039 Latest GR patches resuts in object copies not using multiple source devices 

QCCR2A36055 [DP6.21] Report parsing error for Japanese media status (utf-8) 

QCCR2A36058 Exchange VSS Restores using the incorrect session id to restore from 

QCCR2A36119 DP 6.11,WORM media,   Error 90:51 ? Cannot write to device [13] Permission 

denied, write-protected cartridge. 

QCCR2A36121 heavy io load on cmmdb server since installing patch-suite + hotfixes 

QCCR2A36125 GUI lists media copy for restore 

QCCR2A36129 setting write-through and write-back policy not properly handled for 

mirrorclone/snapshot 

QCCR2A36166 SMIS: Write true policy is set on mirrorclone instead on source LUN 

QCCR2A36175 VEAgent silent loss of vmdk descriptor files although available in tmp 

QCCR2A36179 DP6.21: import client is not working after pushing DA agent from CM to solaris 

11 sparc client 

QCCR2A36204 VSS backups with more than 110 MS-SQL databases intermittently fails 

QCCR2A36211 VEAgent independent disk make the backup to fail. 

QCCR2A36341 BMA - Unknown internal error 

QCCR2A36373 Uninstallation utility doesn't clean the SP GRE solution properly in a multi node 

SharePoint farm. 

QCCR2A36376 Error receiving catalog data from the BMA - introduced on 8 sites after installing 

b621 

QCCR2A36380 Cannot forward block. (Details unknown) (DP6.21) 

QCCR2A36395 DP7.0::CS::Fix is not working for QCCR2A35666 @MMR1 

QCCR2A36467 MMA ****** Medium verification returns "cannot find daID=1 in the table" or  

"cannot find daID=0 in the table 

QCCR2A36505 When resolv.conf is enabled, omnidb reports "[12:1602] Cannot access the Cell 

Manager system. (inet is not responding)" 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A36531 After file backup, file access time is not restored to original value 

QCCR2A36564 VEAGENT restore of second disk fails into directory or GRE 

QCCR2A36577 CRS hang ****** Non responding cell manager service after use of omnicheck -

patches utility. 

QCCR2A36599 GRE fails to query object versions if vm has versions dating back to 6.11 

QCCR2A36648 OMNIDBUTIL ****** DP 6.20, HP-UX 11.31, omnidbutil -show_locked_devs , 

shows incorect information 

QCCR2A36678 NDMP Restore operation has failed 

QCCR2A36730 LINUX EADR FAILS WHEN MULTIPATH EXIST 

QCCR2A36733 Restore of ACL fails after upgrade for backups from PHSS_42705. 

QCCR2A36804 data protector crashes when OMNI_HOSTS variable is set 

QCCR2A36840 Cannot use wildcards in excludes (eg *.ldf) 

QCCR2A36915 MS SharePoint Granular Recovery Extension Install problem 

QCCR2A36923 SQL restore fails with : The log in this backup set terminates at LSN 

3467000001550500001, which is too early 

QCCR2A36982 SharePoint GRE fails to create Recovery Web Application 

QCCR2A36986 DP6.2:CS-CC:Fix not working for QCCR2A33547 

QCCR2A37034 DP6.2: VEPA: ESX backup giving Vmotion warning 

QCCR2A37056 Hostname Upper Case / Lower Case Issue 

QCCR2A37063 Installing Vmware GRE Plug in component failing intermittently 

QCCR2A37069 DP6.2:Reg: VEPA: Second disk restore to folder restoring first disk too if both 

disks belong with two different DataStore. 

QCCR2A37071 DP62::L0::DA patch installation on Linux throwing error 

QCCR2A37134 DP62-VEPA-Restore of VM with multiple disks in different datastores fails through 

Vcenter 

QCCR2A37160 NDMP/CORE ****** Unable to restore file from previous backup ****** 

QCCR2A37202 DP6.2::MA::NDMP::Fix not working for QCCR2A34771 

QCCR2A37207 DP6.2::CS::Fix is not working for QCCR2A35189 

QCCR2A37228 MS SharePoint Granular Recovery Extension Install problem 

QCCR2A37261 Cannot write to device ([1100] The physical end of the tape has been reached. ) 

QCCR2A37289 [SQL Server]Incorrect syntax near the keyword 'FILE'. 

QCCR2A37304 DP6.2:DA:Reg<NID>:AIX:Incorrect ACL messages while  cross File system restore 

@MR 

QCCR2A37402 No data is restored on X9000 Granular NDMP restores. 

QCCR2A37410 Offline DR doesn't work with B2D Devices 

QCCR2A36139 DP Memory Performance Problems on Windows Server 2008 R2 

QCCR2A31975 omnidb -catalog output is misleading when done with Log File or Log Directory 

QCCR2A35195 Offline Oracle ZDB does not start target database after replicas are created but 

after the data is backed up 

QCCR2A35956 Windows GUI is duplicating exclusions in datalist files 

QCCR2A36729 License ****** S/W:DP6.2/OS:WinServer2008R2 x64/ license errors. 

QCCR2A37033 New SCSItab entry to Support NEC T30A/T60A  with DP 6.20  and DP 6.21 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A37066 DP62::CS::Backup is failing with omnirc variable OB2COMPRESSCATALOG=1 

QCCR2A37201 DP6.2::CS::Fix not working for QCCR2A30028 

QCCR2A37460 DP62::Oracle GUI Reg<NID> barlist creation giving warning message 

QCCR2A36977 PERFORMANCE / Restore : DP 6.2 Slow Restore on Windows 2008 Storage 

Server 

QCCR2A37507 DP6.2:Core: remove_patch.bat file doesn't list vmware GRE component in help. 

QCCR2A32592 GUI displays "You have attempted to show all available nodes for the database 

(Oracle) that is not  ..." when ECC turned on 

QCCR2A35379 EADR Support of SAN booting with Redhat 5.5/5.6 

QCCR2A38018 DP6.20:CS:ZDB backup completed with unwanted warnings 

QCCR2A37389 Oracle control files left in /var/opt/omni/tmp 

QCCR2A37612 Oracle backups do not release DLLs BrandChgUni.dll, libde.dll and libae.dll after 

backup 

QCCR2A36322 unable to IR restore from Oracle11gR2 RAC 

QCCR2A36596 DR not available for UEFI partitions and creation of ISO image fails. 

QCCR2A38122 DP6.2:Oracle:Backup of recovery catalog failing 

QCCR2A38209 DP62: L0-Sharepoint GRE: Upgrade of client throws "file not found" messages in 

session logs 

QCCR2A38293 Media Agent report incorrect value of total size to SM for File Library. 

QCCR2A37119 Problem getting snapshot detail: 80070057 

QCCR2A38210  GUI ***DP 7.0 used media is not listed in DP GUI Internal Database Session 

properties 

NA DP 6.21 new patches installation fails in custom installations 

QCCR2A37384  DVD Verification:Windows IA64 Local Client installation using setup.exe Or 

Splash screen  is crashing GUI. 

QCCR2A36022  Notification file is not upgraded, after Uninstalling MMR1 

QCCR2A35684  Query regarding licensing 

QCCR2A38372 DP 6.11, Poss 4Tb limit for data written by a devicerive as displayed by 

`omnistat -sess <sessID>` 

QCCR2A33011 Copy from StoreOnce device to diff device type takes more space than original 

data 

QCCR2A38295 DP Oracle doesn't backup DPMCTL when the ASM environment variables are set 

through GUI 

QCCR2A38258 Debug.log file flooded with messages when SRD backup is performed. 

QCCR2A19206 DP6.0: Documentation change for IR for Oracle ASM 

QCCR2A19665 SCTL_ReadElementStatusSerial() cannot locate serial number of STK SL500 

QCCR2A23107 incorrect procedure specified fro SQL MAXDB recovery 

QCCR2A24485 A.06.11:  Please can we have documentation for Groupwise 8 integration 

QCCR2A25289 HP-UX chunking 1MB blocks to 256k meaning verfiy and restore failures. 

QCCR2A26116 Document the nessesity of setting MaximumSGList for VLS systems. 

QCCR2A26935 Documentation on creating Cmmdb is incorrect 

QCCR2A29715 Docu: Could not find the object  sap_client.com:P70.3 named "SAP" in the 

database. Database error reported is:"Object version not found." 
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Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A30493 VEPA VM restore registered in wrong ESX or cluster 

QCCR2A30557 Lotus Integration Agent document needs to updated with some new features 

QCCR2A30937 Documentation change: Properites not visible for Exchange restore after selecting 

storage group. 

QCCR2A31103 VM and disk selection with Blue tick not documented. 

QCCR2A31815 Doc: VEPA backup session does not report error which is encountered by VC 

QCCR2A31850 Document the incompatibility between Exchange 2010 and 2003 

QCCR2A31868 AMDR does not restore user.dat registry files 

QCCR2A32927 EADR of cell server. Not getting the DRM window. 

QCCR2A34872 Documentation change for the limitation “The Oracle backup set ZDB method is 

not supported on Windows”. 

QCCR2A35265 ***VEPA**** Dp 6.11/[172:151]  

QCCR2A35800 VSS/Exchange 2007 Documentation: Point in time store restore not possible 
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